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1. Product Summary： 
 
Li-ion 3S12V15A 25A 35A 45A 60A is widely used to 3S cell voltage 3.7v lithium Li-ion battery pack. 
The BMS’s function is to prevent a lithium battery/pack from over charging, over discharging, short 
circuit protection, and it helps voltage balance. 

 
2. Product Characters 
 

1. Adopts Japan’s premium IC in class A protection. 
 

2. Strong load capacity, continuous high discharging current, adopts MOSFET which is a high 
voltage resistance and low conductive inner resistance, with dissipation to prevent over 
heating. 

 
3. IC is with a voltage balance function, which it’s functions is simple, reliable and current 

balance can be made by adjustment. 
 

4. It has voltage detection to realize protection of over-charging and discharging, over current, 
and short circuits. The function of short circuit is stable and reliable, long time of loading in 
short circuit will not impact the BMS and core battery. 

 
5. Proper temp control in both charging and discharging. 

 
6. Well sealed, detection resistance, with high power, low temp deviation, at 1% precision. 

 
7. Extremely low electricity consumption, the running current is less than 100uA. 

 
8. Adopts waterproof process, the product has waterproof, dustproof, shockproof, extrusion 

prevention, the utilization life is 2 times of the other same products supportive of 3S Li-ion 
Battery pack in series connection. 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 
3.Electric Parameters 
 

 Description Specification Unite Remarks 

Discharge 
Continuous discharge current 10 15 25 35 45 60 A  

Sparkle current 30 50 60 100 180 180 A  

Charge 
Charge voltage Series No. * 4.25 V  

Charge current Within discharge current A  

Over charge 
protection 

Over charge detect voltage 4.25±0.05 V  

over charge protection delay 0.5 S  

over charge release  voltage 4.19±0.05 V  

Balance 
 

Balance detect Voltage 4.18 V  

Balance release voltage 4.18 V  

Balance current 35±5 mA  

Over discharge 
protection 

Over discharge detect voltage 2.8±0.05 V  

Over discharge detect delay 0.5 S  

Over discharge release voltage 3.0±0.05 V  

Over current 
protection 

Over current detect voltage 150 mV  

Over current detect delay 9 MS  

Over current protection current disconnect load A As 
required  

Over current protection release condition 
 
  

External load short circuit   

Short Circuit 
protection 

Short Circuit protection condition Short circuit of external 
load   

Short circuit detect delay 250 uS  

Short circuit protection release condition Off load   

Temp Protet    No 

Inner 
Resistance Main Circuit Conduct Inner resistance ≤10 mΩ  

Self Consume 
Working current ≤100 uA  

Sleeping current(when  in discharge) ≤20 uA  

Working Temp Temp range -20/+80 ℃  



 

 

 
 
 
4.BMS Measurement（Unit：mm） 
 

 
 
 

If you have got specific size requirements ,please let us know 
and we can build you whatever you might need. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

5. Diagram of SolarGeni Balance BMS 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
（Noted：With separate /common port for option ,charge current & discharge current can be 

adjust based on your requirements,max 250A BMS LTO BMS available） 
 

6. Operation Guidance 
 

6.1. Special attention 

1． Balance lead wires are in a different standard or configuration than by other manufacturers 

other than SolarGeni’s so please ensure to use our balance leads. 

2． Please make sure to strictly follow up with the operation and wiring sequence, if you violate 

the operation wiring sequence, It may damage BMS and internal parts, even with more serious 

damage. 



 

 

 

6.2. Operation process： 

1．First to connect BMS B- wire (Thick Blue wire) to Battery Cathode 

2．Ensure not to insert balance wires into BMS before connection to the battery pack. 

3．Connection starts from the Thin black wire B-, connect the second wire (thin red wire) to the 

first positive in the series on the battery, then follow the sequence to connect every cells 

positive series, until to the last cell B+. 

4．Complete the balance lead connections, please do not insert into BMS directly, but measure 

the voltage of every 2 closed insert end, for Li-ion battery, the voltage should be 2.8-4.2V, For 

LifePo4 battery, the voltage should be 2.5-3.65. When you are sure of balance lead connection 

and voltages are all correct, then insert connector into BMS and not before. 

6．Then measure Voltage of Battery B+ and B- same with Voltage of P+ and P-, if same means BMS 

working normally, if not please recheck with the above operation process. If BMS needs to be 

taken off from battery pack, please operate in the backward sequence 

7．Warranty 

All our produced Lithium battery BMS’s, we guarantee 3 years warranty in 
quality, if the damage is caused by human error or improper operation/installation, 
we will repair for you with a service charge 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
8．Attention Items 
 

1. Lithium battery BMS with different voltage platform can’t be used mutually, eg., LifePo4 BMS 

can’t be used for Li-ion battery and vice-versa . 

2. In utilization, please make sure to Follow up on the designed parameter and utilization 

conditions of the BMS. 

3. Charge and discharge current can’t be higher than the quoted current value in above 

specifications. 

4. Please use the BMS in the regulated working temperature range, and make sure of the heat 

dissipation environment (don’t get to close to anything it could burn or start on fire just in case). 

5. DO NOT try to repair or change/alter the internal parts in the BMS. THIS VOIDS ALL WARRANTY 

6. Our product has the function of being waterproof, but still we suggest avoiding long term water 

immersion/submersion. 

7. We conduct Anode Oxidation process in BMS dissipation plate, (THE RED PAINT) but when the 

Oxidation layer destroyed, it still may electrically be conductive, we suggest to avoid Dissipation 

plate (connecting BMS) to have contact with battery Cell and or Nickel band. Isolate the BMS from 

the battery cell with a non-conductive material such as plastic. 

 


